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Beskrivelse:
Professional Cine Lenses with Concrete Build
The line-up of Pictor Zoom lenses from DZOFILM cover Super35/APS-C sensors. With a constant T/2.8 maximum aperture at every
focal length, both lenses will cover a total range of 20-125mm at T2.8.
Pictor Zoom lenses are completely parfocal and the aperture diaphragm consists of 16 blades for a beautiful smooth and creamy bokeh.
These lenses work perfectly with cameras that feature a Super35/APS-C sensor like the Canon C200, ZCAM E2, BMPCC 6K, URSA
Mini Pro 12K and the RED Komodo camera.

Parfocal Design
Center image stay sharp during zooming in or out. No matter from close-up to wide shot, or rapidly zoom out to long shot, whit the
Parfocal design, focus keeps still all the way along.

Minimal Breathing
Thanks to the floating structure, the breathing of Pictor Zoom lenses are insignificant during focusing.

Versatile and Ultra compact
At just 1.6kg, Pictor Zoom can be easily mounted on a crane, JIB, tripod, ROV or other moving platforms, and provides safer and more
efficient work methods by reducing heavy lifting.
Be a better Run-and-Gun Filmmaker and have no fear of any complicated scenes or quick shooting. Time saving, without frequent lens
changing,

Gentle Sharpness and Vivid Look
From feature film, commercial, to documentary, Pictor Zoom captures crisp details while expressing organic look and cinematic texture.

Soft Bokeh
Excellent subject separation is achieved using 16 aperture blades, which creates soft dreamy out of focus areas. This adds depth to the
scene and isolates the subject from the background.

Consistent design
Highly consistent in color and mechanical control, which satisfies the needs on demanding shoots.
Cinema 0.8 standard pitch on Focus, Iris, Zoom ensures maximum compatibility with multiple Follow Focus and wireless systems,
Experience exceptional build quality and attention to even the smallest details with Pictor Zoom lens.
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